
THE 
NIGHTSTARRY 

The mystery of midnight awaits you in this 
kitchen from ThinkDzine. Here, the dark and 
moody colour palette is reminiscent of the 
dramatic night sky, with the fraction mosaic tiles 
of the splashback the glittering stars.

The textured dark cabinetry makes a 
statement as you first walk into the room. The 
benchtop is the aptly named Black Galaxy, 
further enhancing the starry theme. Even the 
sink and tap are beautiful, black and brilliant. 

Open wooden shelves add warmth to the 
room and allow a space for the owners to display 
personal items that make this area feel less like a 
kitchen and more like an extension of the home. 
This timber is continued in the wood wall lift-up 
cabinets over the stovetop, with LED lighting 
shining down beneath them and highlighting the 
sparkling splashback.

Durable materials have been used 

throughout, ensuring this kitchen will stand the 
test of time and still be loved in years to come.

One of our favourite features of the room is 
its clever layout. This space is partially obscured 
from the living area. When you step inside the 
kitchen, it truly makes a glamorous statement. 
The only thing competing for your attention is 
the striking view of the harbour in the distance.
Designer ThinkDzine (Dean Welsh)

We love
The sparkling mosaic tile splashback 

FeATURe FoCUS
Cabinet doors and panels Cesar Maxima 2.2 
Melamine Ossido Geisha; Cesar Maxima 2.2 
Wood Mediterraneo
Kickboards Titanium aluminum
Hinges and drawers Blum

Handles Titanium frame grip handle
Benchtop CDK Stone
Splashback Earp Bros fraction  
mosaic tiles
Oven Neff
Cooktop Neff
Rangehood Neff (integrated)
Dishwasher Neff (fully integrated)
Refrigerator Fisher & Paykel
Lighting Malindi LED Lighting
Flooring Brush box timber
Paint Dulux
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project

ExpErT TIp
Consider lift-up 

mechanisms on your 
overhead cabinetry to 

make access easy.


